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Qualifications and Experience
1

My full name is Pauline Mary Whitney.

2

I am a Senior Planner: Principal of Boffa Miskell Limited, a national firm of
consulting planners, ecologists and landscape architects. I hold the qualification of
Bachelor of Resource and Environmental Planning (Hons). I am a Full Member of
the New Zealand Planning Institute, and have over 20 years’ experience as a
resource management planner.

3

I have been a planning consultant based in Wellington for the past 15 years,
providing consultancy services for a wide range of clients around New Zealand,
including local authorities, land developers, and the infrastructure and power
sectors. Prior to that I was employed with local authorities in New Zealand and
the United Kingdom for 5 years. My experience includes:
3.1

Work on the preparation of plan changes for councils and private clients
and review of numerous regional policy statements, regional plans and
district plans on their behalf; and

3.2

Preparing resource consent applications and notices of requirement for a
wide range of development and infrastructure projects.

4

My evidence is given in support of Masterton District Council’s (“MDC”) and South
Wairarapa District Council (“SWDC”) submission on the Proposed Natural
Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (“PNRP”). The two councils lodged
near identical submissions and therefore thought it more efficient and effective
that I present planning expertise jointly.

5

In this matter, Boffa Miskell Ltd was engaged by MDC and SWDC to provide
planning expertise through the further submission process as well as prepare
evidence in relation to the hearing process on the PNRP. While Boffa Miskell Ltd
did not prepare the original submissions, I am familiar with the content.

6

This is the first hearing at which MDC and SWDC has appeared before the
hearings panel on the PNRP. While the majority of points will be addressed at
subsequent hearings, I think it helpful at this initial hearing for MDC and SWDC to
outline their interests in the region and the specific issues associated with local
authority activities as well as the day to day activities for community members.
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This information can then inform subsequent hearings. To help frame this
discussion, Mr Paul Crimp Chief Executive Officer at South Wairarapa District
Council, and Mr David Hopman Manager of Assets and Operations at Masterton
District Council have provided a statement, giving an overview of the main issues
of concern to the Council; the local government statutory framework; implications
of the proposed provisions for community members; and an overview of the
council infrastructure assets within the region.
7

I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the
Environment Court Consolidated Practice Note (2014), and I agree to comply with
it. My qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the issues
addressed in this brief of evidence are within my area of expertise. I have not
omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the
opinions expressed.

Scope of Evidence
8

My evidence will address the following:
8.1

A summary of MDC and SWDC submission points, and response to the
officer recommendations including amendments that remain outstanding.

8.2

The planning background for MDC’s and SWDC’s submission points in
relation to the RMA, the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2011 and New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 and
the Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region 2013 (where
relevant to the overarching hearing).

8.3

A brief outline of the 58 amendments (specific to “Hearing 1 Plan
Framework, Associated Objectives and Policies”) to the PNRP as sought
by MDC and SWDC;

8.4

Responses to recommendations within the Section 42A Report on MDC’s
and SWDC’s submission points; and

8.5

Consideration of the provisions sought by MDC and SWDC in regard to
section 32 of the RMA and Part 2 of the RMA.

Overview of MDC’s and SWDC’s Submissions on the PNRP
9

As this is the first hearing, I think it helpful to briefly summaries the general nature
W16025_008b
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of MDC’s and SWDC’s submissions on the PNRP and the main issues being:
-

Complexity of the Plan in terms of the large number and layer of rules,
and interpretation issues

-

Regulatory Focus/Scope in terms of the highly prescriptive and
regulated requirements

-

Cultural and environmental expectations in terms of the proposed
cultural and environmental effects framework

-

Whaitua Process in terms the of uncertainty surrounding the outcomes
and subsequent plan change/s arising from the Whaitua process

10

A key theme coming throughout the MDC and SWDC submissions is the issue of
community wellbeing, affordability and the economic impact of the approaches
proposed in the PNRP. The supporting text to the formal part of the MDC
submission outlined the concerns with the PNRP in terms of the above matters.

11

These issues will be elaborated on in subsequent hearings but in my opinion the
issues are worth highlighting as they provide context to specific issues discussed
at this hearing and highlight the linkages between all the issues raised. These
issues are also highlighted in the statements of Mr Crimp and Mr Hopman.

Hearing Stream One - Summary of MDC and SWDC Submission Points, and
Response to Officer Recommendations
12

MDC and SWDC each lodged a total of 26 original and 32 further submission
points relevant to Hearing One.
-

Of the 26 original points, I accept (or support) the officer recommendation
on 17 points, accept in part the recommendation on 1 point, and oppose
the recommendation on 8 points.

-

Of the 32 further submission points, I accept (or support) the officer
recommendation on 22 points, accept in part the recommendation on 1
point, and oppose the recommendation on 9 points.

13

A summary of my responses to the officer recommendation is attached as
Appendix A.

14

In light of the above recommendations which I either oppose or accept in part
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only, the following amendments remain outstanding and are sought to the plan
provisions:
-

Section 2.1.1 Objectives: Insertion of explanatory text outlining that
different objectives will be achieved in different timeframes.

-

Objective 12: Insertion of reference to ‘roads’, that the benefits of RSI are
recognised and ‘provided for’; and that a new objective be inserted relating
to function and operational requirements.

-

Objective 13: Inclusion of ‘upgrade’ in relation to protecting RSI,
application of the objective to not just the CMA, and application of the
policy to not only new third party activities.

-

Policy 12: Reference to ‘roads’ is included in the policy in relation benefits.

-

Policy 14: Application of the policy relating to reverse sensitivity issues to
changing as well as new third party activities.

-

Policy 16: The benefits of flood and erosion activities are recognised ‘and
provided for’.

-

Objective 11: Opportunities for Maori customary use are recognised,
maintained and improved ‘where appropriate’.

-

Objective 33: Clarify that the sites of significant mana whenua values is
limited to those values within sites identified and mapped within Schedule
C.

-

Objective 5: Water is managed to “progressively” provide for Maori
customary use.

-

Policy 4: In minimising adverse effects recognising the benefits and costs,
functional and operational needs of RSI, and location of activities away
from scheduled areas ‘where practicable’.

-

Policy 7: Recognise the benefits of use of land and water for
transportation and RSI.

-

Policy 9: Recognition where there is alternate access to and along the
CMA and beds of lakes and river.
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-

Schedule C5: Either, Deletion of Henley Lake from the schedule, or
amendment to the policy and rule framework relation to Schedule C sites,
specifically Henley Lake.

15

My evidence should be read together with the evidence of Mr Paul Crimp Chief
Executive Officer at South Wairarapa District Council, and Mr David Hopman
Manager of Assets and Operations at Masterton District Council.

Higher Level Planning Policy Documents
16

Provisions of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011
(“NPSFM”), and New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (“NZCPS”) where
relevant to the overarching hearing are as follows:

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011
17

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011 (“NPSFM”)
provides a national policy framework assisting and directing regional councils on
how to set the objectives, policies and rules within their regional plans relating to
freshwater.

18

Given the specific topics addressed under the overarching hearing, the NPSFM is
of limited relevance.

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010
19

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) sets out the national policy
framework for the management of activities and resources in the coastal
environment.

20

Of particular relevance to the PNRP in the context of MDC and SWDC’s interests
are:
-

Recognition of infrastructure as an activity with an important purpose to
achieve the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of communities
(Policy 6.1a);

-

Recognition that some activities have a functional dependency on a
coastal marine area location, and where appropriate, those activities
should be provided for (Policy 6.2c); and
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-

Recognition that public expectation of both walking and vehicle access
can, in cases, be appropriate (Policy 19 and 20).

21

While relevant at a general level, the NZCPS is of limited specific relevance to the
overarching hearing.

Regional Policy Statement
22

The Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region was made operative in
2013. Section 67(3)(c) of the Resource Management Act requires that a Regional
Plan must give effect to any Regional Policy Statement.

23

Specific to the overarching hearing, the RPS contains a number of relevant
provisions. The provisions are referenced below with the full provision provided in
Appendix B.

24

In relation to infrastructure, while a definition of Infrastructure is provided in the
RPS (reflecting the RMA definition), the focus of the objectives and policies is on
Regionally significant infrastructure (”RSI”). However, the RPS acknowledges that
‘all’ infrastructure are significant physical resources, not just RSI. Objective 10
provides the benefits of RSI are recognsied and protected. This is supported by
Policy 7 and Policy 8.

25

In relation to public access, Objective 8 relates to access and is supported by
Policy 53.

26

Resource management with tangata whenua is addressed in Chapter 3.10.
Objectives 27 and 28 and Policy 49 relate to mahinga kai and cultural
relationships and customary purposes.

27

The changes sought by MDC and SWDC as refined in this evidence, in my
opinion, give effect to the RPS policy framework.

Hearing Stream One - Amendments sought by MDC and SWDC through its
original submission
28

MDC and SWDC sought a number of specific amendments to the PNRP. Specific
to the Overarching Hearing MDC and SWDC sought:
28.1

Entire Plan and Plan Structure: MDC and SWDC further submitted on a
number of points including consistency with the RPS, Section 32 analysis
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and reduction in regulation within the plan. At a high objective and policy
level, the councils further submitted in support of clarification around
timeframes in which objectives are to be achieved.
28.2

Introduction: MDC and SWDC raised concerns with the Whaitua process
in terms of the increased financial and time costs to the councils as a
result of further plan changes process as well as the interim nature of
some of the provisions in the PNRP that may change though the Whaitua
process.

28.3

Infrastructure: Amendments were sought to include other infrastructure
activities in the definition of Regionally significant infrastructure, or
recognition of Infrastructure in the objectives and policies. Amendments
were sought to Objective 12 to include other infrastructure and recognise
the functional and operational requirements of RSI. Amendments were
sought to Objective 13 to provide for upgrades of RSI and that the
objective apply not only to the CMA or new activities. Although largely
supported, refinements were sought to Policies 12, 13 and 14 relating to
RSI. Policies 15 and 16 relating to flood protection were largely supported.

28.4

Mana Whenua Values: The deletion of the definition of “Maori Customary
Use” and Objectives 11 were sought, largely on the basis of potential
uncertainty over the terms used and potential future interpretation issues.
The intent of Objective 33 was supported but clarification sought on the
actual area the values and objective would apply to. Policy 1 was
supported as was Policy 17.

28.5

Land and Water: While the intent of Objectives 2, 5 and 6-8 was
supported, some refinements were sought to Objective 2 and 5.
Amendments were sought to Policy 3 in relation to the precautionary
approach; to Policy 4 to recognise cost and benefits of alternate locations
and methods and recognition of functional and operational requirements:
to Policy 7 to recognise the benefits of RSI; and Policy 9 relating to public
access alternatives.

28.6

Rule Framework and Maps: MDC and SWDC submitted on
interpretation and application issues associated with the rule framework.
Deletion of the maps and clarification around a schedule was also sought.

28.7

Schedule C5 Sites of significance to Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
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and Rangitane o Wairarapa – Henley Lake: Deletion of Henley Lake
was sought from schedule C5.

Responses to the Section 42A Report on Overarching Hearing
29

The following section responds to the Section 42A Report evaluation and
recommendations on MDC and SWDC’s original and further submission points.
The officer recommendations are either accepted or supported, accepted in
part or opposed.

30

The majority of recommendations on points addressed at Hearing Stream One
are responded to below. For any points not otherwise identified below, I accept
the officer recommendations on original and further submission points lodged by
MDC and SWDC.

31

I have undertaken a further s32 evaluation for the amendments set out in the
evidence below, and this evaluation can be found in Appendix C of my evidence.

Topic: Entire Plan
Further Submission Point MDC FS30/002, FS30/001, FS30/008 and SWDC
FS26/002, FS26/001, FS26/008
32

MDC and SWDC each submitted three further points on submission to the ‘entire
plan’.

33

The first point sought a section 32 analysis to accompany the decisions. I accept
the officer recommendation on this point as I acknowledge it is an RMA
requirement. However, I would reiterate the concerns of the councils as to the
general lack of assessment undertaken in the Section 32 Report and the resulting
significant regulation intervention proposed that have significant costs to the
community.

34

The second point sought an increase in the use of other methods and reduction in
the amount of regulation. As noted by the reporting officer these requests are
more appropriately addressed provision by provision within topic specific 42A
reports, and I reserve my right to comment on specific provisions at the respective
hearings. However, I observe the cumulative imposition of all the rules in the
PNRP may not be as apparent when each provision is scrutinised topic-by-topic.

35

The third submission point supported W162/002 that the PNRP does not reflect all
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elements of the RPS, and does not meet its integrated planning requirements. I
cannot find the specific reasoning on this recommendation in the S42A report and
am therefore unclear as to why the submission was rejected. In its further
submission MDC and SWDC supported the point in so far as MDC and SWDC
supported a full review of the policy framework against the RPS to ensure
consistency. While I appreciate at this stage of the plan review a full review is
unlikely, consistency can be achieved by a comprehensive review of specific
policy matters as they come before the panel for each topic. For this reason, I
oppose the officer recommendation on this point and reserve the right to respond
to specific provisions at the respective hearings.

Topic: Introduction
1.4 Integrated catchment management
Further Submission Point MDC FS30/009, FS30/010 and FS30/011 and
SWDC FS26/019, FS26/010 and FS26/011
MDC and SWDC further submitted in support1 of the three submission points

36

S163/003, S146/003 and S403/002 regarding concerns with the Whaitua process.
Similar concerns were raised in the MDC and SWDC submission2 in terms of time

37

and financial cost implications associated with the Whaitua process and
subsequent plan changes, as well as the interim costs of the PNRP provisions
while the Whaitua provisions are being developed.
In its submission MDC and SWDC sought3 the outcomes of the Ruamahanga

38

Whaitua process be included in the NRP prior to submissions being heard on the
NRP.
As I understand it, outcomes of the Whaitua process may change any provisions

39

in the PNRP. As such, many provisions in the plan may be seen as interim.
In my opinion the effect of the ‘interim’ provisions do have significant financial and

40

time cost implications for MDC and SWDC. An example of this is the requirement
under Rule 50 for councils to obtain a controlled activity consent for stormwater for
a local authority network within two years from notification of the PNRP. This rule
will be discussed at subsequent hearings but it highlights an overly onerous rule in

MDC FS30/009, FS30/010, FS30/011 and SWDC FS26/009, FS26/010, FS26/011
Masterton District Council Submitter S367, Page 12, bullet points 1, 2 and 3 and Page 13, bullet point 10.
3
Masterton District Council Submitter S367, Page 13, bullet point 10.
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the Wairarapa context where there is limited evidence identifying stormwater as
an issue in relation to water quality. This rule may well be changed through the
Ruamahanga Whaitua process but in the interim there are financial and time
implications for MDC and SWDC in meeting the rule and also submitting on any
new provisions.
While delaying the hearings to incorporate the outcomes of the Ruamahanga

41

Whaitua process would be the ideal outcome, I appreciate GWRC have
commenced the hearing process and are committed to the timeframe. However,
in my opinion the appropriateness of the provisions as notified require careful
consideration and I request that careful consideration be given to the relief sought
at this and subsequent hearings given many provisions may be interim and have
significant financial and time implications for MDC and SWDC.
On this basis I accept the officer recommendation on this point in so far as the

42

Whaitua process is included in the PRNP.

1.5.1 Statutory Framework
Further Submission Point MDC FS30/012 and FS30/013 and SWDC
FS26/012 and FS26/013
MDC and SWDC further submitted4 in support of the two submission points

43

S117/001 and S117/002 regarding cross boundary issue and collaboration. The
officer recommendation on Submission point S117/001 is to accept in part, and
reject S117/002.
I accept the officer recommendations as I believe it appropriate to provide a

44

balance in the PNRP in terms of context, boundary issues and cross reference to
other regulatory processes.

Topic: Objective and Policy Approach
Objectives
Further Submission Point MDC FS30/023 and SWDC FS26/024
MDC and SWDC submitted in support of S301/024 to acknowledge the need to

45

allow time for communities to remove their discharge of treated wastewater from
surface water and to provide for the continued discharge of treated wastewater to

4

MDC FS30/012, FS30/013 and SWDC FS26/012, FS26/013
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water in specific circumstances. Longer than 10 years (being the life of the plan) is
sought.
46

I accept in part the officer recommendation on this point in that the
recommendation acknowledges some matters will take longer to achieve than the
life span of the plan (but I note no amended text is recommended). However, I
believe this timing on the outcome could be specifically acknowledged and
recognised in the plan, either in section 1.5.1 or Section 2.1.1. Such recognition
would address potential interpretation issues where the plan uses terms such as
“Progressively reduced”, “maintain or improved”. I reserve the right to respond to
recommendations on specific submissions points at subsequent hearings relating
to timing matters (i.e. for Objective 50).

47

In response to the above submission points, I consider it is appropriate to amend
Section 2.1.1 as follows to provide clarification and better recognition of this issue:
2.1.1 Objectives
….The objectives provides the direction and justification for the policies, rules and other
methods.
Objectives state the goals or aims of the plan and therefore the outcomes sought.
Some outcomes are to be achieved immediately, others achieved in the life span of the
plan, and others may take longer to achieve over a period that extends beyond the plan
life span.
The objectives should be read …..

48

I support the officer recommendation to reject point S398/007 (which MDC and
SWDC opposed), to insert timeframes when the objectives are to be delivered, as
this is best addressed against specific objectives as opposed to a generic
timeframe given the varying timeframes in which some objectives will be able to
be achieved.

Policies
Further Submission Point MDC FS30/043 and SWDC FS26/064
49

MDC and SWDC submitted in support of S146/078 to provide direction on the
term of resource consent applications for infrastructure. While I can see the merit
of a new policy, I accept the officer recommendation on this point on the basis the
duration of a resource consent is best determined at the time of consideration of
W16025_008b
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the resource consent.

Topic: Infrastructure
Definition: Regionally Significant Infrastructure 5
Submission point MDC S367/019 and SWDC S366/019 pg 4 of submission
In its submission MDC and SWDC sought insertion of local roads into the

50

definition of Regionally Significant Infrastructure (“RSI”). I accept the officer
recommendation on this point on the basis the term RSI is defined in the Regional
Policy Statement.
However, in my opinion there should still be recognition of roading as a key

51

infrastructure asset within the region given the essential role it performs in
providing access throughout the region. To this end I support the relief sought in
submission point S286/014 to which MDC and SWDC further submitted6 in
support, to include reference to local roads in Objective 12, and Policy 13. The
reasoning for this is discussed below in paragraph 59 and 60. On this basis I
oppose the officer recommendation on point S286/014.
I support the MDC and SWDC further submission points7 on S163/030 and

52

S135/026 to include municipal landfills, and intake works in relation to water
supply network and water treatment plants, but again appreciate these activities
are not currently included in the RPS definition of RSI and on this basis accept
the officer recommendation. In particular, I believe the insertion of “intake works”
would assist the definition, but accept the officer recommendation.

Definition: Upgrade

Regionally significant infrastructure includes:
· pipelines for the distribution or transmission of natural or manufactured gas or petroleum
· strategic facilities to the telecommunication network, as defined in section 5 of the Telecommunications Act 2001
· strategic facilities to the radio communications network, as defined in section 2(1) of the Radio Communications Act
1989
· the national electricity grid
· facilities for the generation and transmission of electricity where it is supplied to the electricity distribution network,
including the national grid
· the local authority water supply network and water treatments plants
· the local authority wastewater and stormwater networks, systems and wastewater treatment plants
· the Strategic Transport Network
· Wellington City bus terminal and Wellington Railway Station terminus
· Wellington International Airport
· Masterton Hood Aerodrome
· Paraparaumu Airport
· Commercial Port Area within Wellington Harbour (Port Nicholson) and adjacent land used in association with the
movement of cargo and passengers and including bulk fuel supply infrastructure, and storage tanks for bulk liquids,
and associated wharflines.
6
MDC FS30/020 and SWDC FS26/020
7
MDC FS30/018, FS30/019 and SWDC FS26/018, FS26/019
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Submission point MDC S367/027 and SWDC S366/027 pg 6 of submission
In relation to MDC and SWDC Submission point S367/027 and S366/027, I note

53

the notified PNRP refers to “current” in the definition of ‘upgrade’ and on this basis
I support the officer recommendation in that it addresses the councils concerns.
In FS26/021 SWDC opposed Submission point S135/031 to amend the definition

54

of ‘upgrade’. The officer recommendation to reject the original submission point is
supported.

Beneficial Use and Development
Objective 12 8
Submission point MDC S367/040 and SWDC S366/040 pg 9 of submission
In its submission MDC and SWDC sought the benefits of Regionally Significant

55

Infrastructure (‘RSI’) be ‘provided for’ in addition to being recognised.
The S42A Report recommendation is that this point be rejected. I oppose this

56

recommendation as recognition of ‘provided for’ would be consistent with and give
effect to Policy A of the NPSREG, and Policy 1 of the NPSET which apply to RSI.
In my opinion it is not enough the objective recognises the benefits of RSI, rather
that such benefits also need to be provided for through the policies and methods.
Furthermore, Objective 10 of the RPS refers to ‘recognised and protected’ in
context of benefits. In paragraph 319 of the Section 42A officers report: Beneficial
Use and Development, the reporting officer makes reference to Policy 7 of the
RPS which refers to “recognising the benefits from renewable energy and
regionally significant infrastructure”. In response, I would note that while ‘protect’ is
not used in Policy 7, it is used in policy 8 of the RPS which provides “Protecting
regionally significant infrastructure – regional and district plans”, again in context of
benefits. As such, at the objective level, I consider “provided for” also appropriate.
I prefer ‘recognised and provided’ for Objective 12 in the NRP as that wording

57

reflects the higher order NPS’s. However, I would readily accept ”protected” as
this wording is consistent with the RPS and would more directly give effect to the
RPS.
In Further Submission point FS30/032 and FS26/033 MDC and SWDC supported

58

Objective 12: The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation activities are recognised.
W16025_008b
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submission point S144/005 to provide a new objective specific to the functional
need and operational requirements of RSI. I oppose the officer recommendation
to reject the above points as I am supportive of a new objective as it would
provide recognition of the functional need or operational requirements (outside the
CMA as Objective 53 relates to the CMA) at the objective level.
59

As discussed above in paragraph 51, submission point S286/014 (which MDC
and SWDC further submitted in support MDC FS30/020 and SWDC FS26/020)
sought to include reference to ‘roads’ in Objective 12 (as an alternative to an
amended definition for RSI). I support the relief sought as in my opinion there
should still be recognition of roading as a key infrastructure asset within the
region, and recognition of its benefits in the objective. I note that while the RPS
provides a definition for Infrastructure (in addition to RSI), there is no policy
framework recognising the benefits or functional requirements of Infrastructure.
However, the importance of Infrastructure is recognised as a regionally significant
issue in the RPS as Issue 2 within Chapter 3, being
2. Infrastructure
Infrastructure enables communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural
wellbeing. The management, use and operation of infrastructure can be adversely
affected when incompatible land uses occur under, over, or adjacent.

60

In my opinion, the recognition of Infrastructure within the RPS as an issue
warrants recognition of the benefits of infrastructure within the NRP. The lower
order policy document that is the NRP, is in my opinion the appropriate document
within which to recognise infrastructure and its benefits that is not regionally
significant. The importance of roads and local infrastructure relate to supporting
everyday life, enabling the movement of goods and services, providing a lifeline
during emergencies, and providing a corridor for other network utilities. While the
sought wording below refers to ‘roads’, if the panel consider there to be scope, I
would support the use of the more comprehensive term ’infrastructure’ instead.
On this basis the officer recommendation is opposed.

61

In response to the above submission points, I consider it appropriate to amend
Objective 12 and add Objective 12A as follows:
Objective O12
The social, economic, cultural and environmental and health and safety benefits of
regionally significant infrastructure, and renewable energy generation activities, and
W16025_008b
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roads are recognised and provided for.
Objective O12A
Recognise that some regionally significant infrastructure has a functional need and/or
operational requirement to be located and/or operated in a particular environment.

Objective 13 9
Submission point MDC S367/041 and SWDC S366/041 pg 9 of submission
In submission point S367/041 and S366/041 MDC and SWDC sought three

62

changes to the objective being:
1. provision for upgrade;
2. application of the objective to not only new incompatible use and
development; and
3. protection from all incompatible activities and not only those ’under, over or
adjacent’.
I oppose the recommendation to reject the submission point on the first two

63

matters as:
-

Policy 10 of the NPSET specifically refers to ‘operation, maintenance,
upgrade and development’ in relation to reverse sensitivity effects. These
terms are also used in the explanation to Policy 8 of the RPS, which refers
to “upgrade where the effects of the upgrade are the same or similar in
character, intensity, and scale”. Given the general brevity of the PNRP
objectives I have not suggested this additional wording in the amended
objective sought below but would support their inclusion should the panel
think their inclusion beneficial. While Policy 13 of the PNRP makes
reference to use, operation, maintenance and upgrade, this is in the
context of beneficial use and not in the context of reverse sensitivity which
is the focus of Objective 13. The additional words would in my opinion
clarify that reverse sensitivity does not only apply to the existing
infrastructure but also its upgrade as provided by the PNRP definition. I

Objective O13: The use and ongoing operation of regionally significant infrastructure and renewable energy
generation activities in the coastal marine area are protected from new incompatible use and development occurring
under, over, or adjacent to the infrastructure or activity.
W16025_008b
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note other submissions have sought additional wording (i.e. maintenance
and development) which I am also supportive of including in Objective 13.
-

In relation to the second point, reverse sensitivity effects also arise in
relation to existing incompatible use and development that has changed or
increased in scale or intensity. The inclusion of the word ‘new’ in the
objective as notified in my opinion inappropriately limits the application of
the objective as it potentially discounts those changed or increased
activities if a strict interpretation of the word ‘new’ is applied. I remain of the
view that given the importance and purpose of the objective, it should
apply to not only new third party activities but those that are existing but
are changing in terms of scale and the nature of the activity.

64

I accept the officer recommendation for the retention of ’under, over or adjacent’.

65

In relation to further submissions, I also support the further submission10 on
S145/015 seeking deletion of reference to the CMA as the relief sought
recognises reverse sensitive effects can occur in all areas and not just the CMA.
Policy 8 of the RPS relating to protecting RSI from incompatible activities applies
to the whole region and not specifically to the CMA. I note the officer
recommended amendment to Section 2.1 Interpretation notes that the coastal
icon prescribed to provisions in the proposed plan do not mean those provisions
are exclusive to application in the CMA11 . On this basis I oppose the officer
recommendation on MDC FS30/033 and SWDC FS26/034 and 53 and seek that
Objective 13 applies to reverse sensitivity across all areas and not just the CMA.
In response to the above, I consider Objective 13 should be amended as follows:

66

The use, and ongoing operation and upgrade of regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation activities in the coastal marine area are protected from
new incompatible use and development occurring under, over, or adjacent to the
infrastructure or activity.

Policy 8: Beneficial activities 12
FS30/033 SWDC FS26/034 and 53
S42A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan – Part B, Issue1.2
12
Policy P8: Beneficial activities:
The following activities are recognised as beneficial and generally appropriate: …
h) maintenance and use of existing structures in the coastal marine area, natural wetlands and the beds of rivers and
lakes, and ……
10
11
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Further Submission point MDC FS30/051 and SWDC FS26/072
67

The MDC and SWDC further submission points on Submission point S353/057
opposed the sought deletion of Clause h. I support the officer recommendation to
retain the clause as the recognition of the benefits and appropriateness of the
maintenance and use of existing structures is supported as such structures are
often related to regionally significant infrastructure and have an operational or
locational requirement for their functioning. Given the structures are existing, their
ongoing use and maintenance is beneficial and more economical and on this
basis is supported. I also note my support for the officer recommended addition
of the word “upgrade” to the policy.

Policy 12: Benefits of regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable electricity generation facilities
Submission point MDC S367/070 and SWDC S366/070 pg159 of submission
68

Submission point S367/070 and S366/070 sought retention of Policy 12 with the
addition of the words ‘functional need’ in Policy 12(e). On the basis the PNRP
definition of “Operational” includes “functional”, I accept the officer
recommendation on this point.

69

For the reasons provided in paragraphs 59 and 60, I oppose the officer
recommendation in that I support submission point MDC FS30/020 and SWDC
FS26/020 on Submission point S286/014 to include reference to roads in Policy
12 (as an alternative to an amended definition of RSI). As commented in
paragraph 60, I would support the use of the word ‘infrastructure’ instead of ‘road’
if the panel consider there to be scope.

70

In response to the above, I consider Policy 12 should be amended as follows:
Policy P12: Benefits of regionally significant infrastructure and renewable electricity
generation facilities, and roads.
The benefits of roads, regionally significant infrastructure and renewable energy
generation activities are recognised by having regard to:
(a) the strategic integration of infrastructure and land use, and
(b) the location of existing infrastructure and structures, and
(c) the need for renewable energy generation activities to locate where the renewable
energy resources exist, and
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(d) the functional need for port activities to be located within the coastal marine area,
and
(e) the operational requirements associated with developing, operating, maintaining
and upgrading regionally significant infrastructure and renewable energy generation
activities, and roads.

Policy 13: Existing regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable electricity generation facilities
Submission point MDC S367/072 and SWDC S366/072 pg 15 of submission
I support the officer recommendation for the retention of Policy 13, in respect of

71

Submission point S367/072 and S366/072. I also accept the officer
recommendation on points MDC FS30/052 and SWDC FS26/073 to not include
“development’ within the policy as the policy is intended to apply to existing RSI
and therefore sufficient scope is provided under “use, operation, maintenance and
upgrade”.
MDC and SWDC opposed13 Submission point S279/080 to insert a new policy

72

that new or increases in scale or extent of existing RSI shall avoid causing
adverse effects on sites in Schedule A to F, H and J. I oppose the provision of a
new policy as the use of the term avoidance is absolute with no context provided
as to the scale of the adverse effects. Furthermore, the purpose and focus of
Policy 13 is to recognise the benefits and generally appropriateness of RSI and
renewable energy generation. Effects on Schedules are addressed in other
policies of the plan. The officer recommendation to reject the original submission
point is therefore supported.

Policy 14: Incompatible activities adjacent to regionally
significant infrastructure and renewable electricity generation
activities 14
Submission point MDC S367/073 and SWDC S366/073 pg16 of submission

MDC FS30/053 and SWDC FS26/074
Policy P14: Incompatible activities adjacent to regionally significant infrastructure and renewable electricity
generation activities
Regionally significant infrastructure and renewable energy generation activities shall be protected from new
incompatible use and development occurring under, over or adjacent to it, by locating and designing any new use
and development to avoid, remedy or mitigate any reverse sensitivity effects.
W16025_008b
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The officer recommendation is opposed. Submission point S367/073 and

73

S366/073 supported the intent of Policy 14 as it would partially achieve Objective
13 of protecting infrastructure from reverse sensitivity effects. While I note the
reasoning provided in the officers report that Policy 14 reflects Policy 8 of the RPS
which relates to new third party activities, in my opinion it is appropriate the PNRP
provide policy recognition of reverse sensitivity effects of both new and existing
activities that may change in character and scale. Limiting this policy to only ‘new’
third party activities would not be effective in achieving Objective 13 as the
intensification or changing of existing activities could also result in reverse
sensitivity effects. For example, the intensification of residential activities or
expansion of an existing school or care facility adjacent to a wastewater treatment
plant could increase the potential for reverse sensitivity effects to arise.
In response to the above, I consider Policy 14 should be amended as follows:

74

Policy P14: Incompatible activities adjacent to regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable electricity generation activities
Regionally significant infrastructure and renewable energy generation activities shall be
protected from new incompatible use and development occurring under, over or
adjacent to it, by locating and designing any new or changing use and development to
avoid, remedy or mitigate any reverse sensitivity effects.

MDC and SWDC opposed15 Submission point S279/081 to insert a new policy 14

75

to include reference to avoiding adverse effects. I do not support a new policy,
and I support the officer recommendation and reasons given on this point.

Policy 15: Flood protection activities 16
Submission point MDC S367/074 and SWDC S366/074 pg 17 of submission
Submission points S367/074 and S366/074 supported Policy 15. I support the

76

retention of the policy as recommended as flood protection activities provide a
range of benefits to the local community enabling the use and development of
resources. The officer recommendation to retain the policy is supported.

Policy P16: New Flood protection and erosion control 17 Refer para
MDC FS30/054 and SWDC FS26/075
Policy P15: Flood protection activities
The use, maintenance and ongoing operation of existing catchment based flood and erosion risk management
activities which manage the risk of flooding to people, property, infrastructure and communities are beneficial and
generally appropriate.
17
Policy P16: New flood protection and erosion control
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203 Beneficial Use and Development

Submission point MDC S367/075 and SWDC S366/075 pg 17 of submission
77

Submission points S367/075 and S366/075 supported Policy 16, with
amendment. I oppose the officer recommendation as I support the additional
wording sought of “and provided for” at the end of the policy so as to reflect the
sought amendment to Objective 12.

78

In response to the above, amended wording is sought as follows:
Policy P16: New flood protection and erosion control
The social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits of new catchment based
flood and erosion risk management activities are recognised and provided for.

Topic: Mana Whenua Values
Definition: Maori Customary Use 18
Submission point MDC S367/017 and SWDC S366/017 pg 4 of submission
79

In its submission MDC and SWDC opposed the definition of Maori Customary
Use in relation to lack of clarity as to its interpretation over the life of the plan. An
amended definition was sought (but not provided in the submission) to provide
greater certainly to its meaning.

80

I understand MDC and SWDC’s position is supportive of the recognition and
provision for Maori Customary Use. However, the councils consider the current
definition lacks clarity and certainty which could pose interpretation challenges in
the context of its application in the policy framework. Specifically, how the term is
applied to all waterbodies in the region and not just those within Schedules B and
C.

81

The term is used in a number of provisions in the PNRP, including in Schedule H,
Schedule H2, Table 1.1, Obj 5, Obj 11, Obj 24, Policy 7, Policy 10, Policy 62,
Policy 63, Policy 74, Policy 78, Policy 80, Policy 82, Rule 51, Method M2, Method
The social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits of new catchment based flood and erosion risk
management activities are recognised.
18
Māori customary use
The interaction of Māori with fresh and coastal water for cultural purposes. This includes the cultural and spiritual
relationships with water expressed through Māori practices, recreation and the harvest of natural materials.
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27. Some of the objectives and policies are very directive. For example, Objective
5 requires:
Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to:
(a) safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and
(b) provide for contact recreation and Māori customary use, and
(c) in the case of fresh water, provide for the health needs of people.
82

The objective requires that fresh water bodies must provide for Maori Customary
Use. The application of this Objective could be interpreted to mean that for every
fresh water body in the region (not only those identified within Scheduled B and
C), drinkable water (as a customary use) must be provided for. The application of
such a requirement for drinkable water would impact on numerous activities,
including RSI involving stormwater disposal.

83

In my opinion an amendment to the definition is problematic and would not assist
in providing certainty or clarity. Rather I would support amendment to the
provisions where the term is used. While I am not proposing specific amendments
through this evidence (other than Objective 5 and Objective 11 which are
addressed in this hearing with other provisions addressed at subsequent
hearings), I think it is important to understand the concerns of the Councils and I
would support amendment where the term is used in the plan by either removal of
reference to the term, that Maori customary use be recognised as a consideration,
or that it be progressively provided/improved for, rather than explicitly provided
for/improved across all waterbodies as opposed to those with identified values.
On this basis the recommendation is accepted in part. I understands the
concerns of the officer in relation to the use of qualifiers, but I have concerns with
directive policies where the implications are unclear given the all encompassing
nature of the term “Maori customary use”.

84

Of specific concern to Council activities are where the term is used in Objective 5,
Objective 11, Objective 24, Policy 10, Policy 74, Policy 80, and Rule 51. Objective
11 which is addressed in Hearing Stream One is responded to below.

Biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health, and mahinga kai
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Objective 11 19
Submission point MDC S367/039 and SWDC S366/039 pg 8 of submission
The issues relating to Objective 11 follow on from the definition of Maori

85

Customary Use. MDC and SWDC Submission point S367/039 and S366/039
sought the deletion of Objective 11, or certainty for the implications of the
objective, on the basis of the uncertainly it creates.
I am not supportive of the removal of the objective as I consider recognition of

86

Maori customary use is appropriate, particularly in the context of Policy 49 of the
RPS which provides for “recognising and providing for matters of significance to
tangata whenua.
However, I do share the concerns outlined in the MDC and SWDC submission

87

with the objective as notified, in relation to the open ended requirement to
“recognise, maintain and improve” opportunities for Maori customary use and
“cultural purposes” across every water resource in the region. On this basis I
oppose the officer recommendation and support Submission point S121/023,
which MDC and SWDC supported, to insert the words “where appropriate” at the
end of the objective. The sought amendment would provide context and
acknowledgment of the particulars of a site and recognises opportunities are likely
to vary depending on the circumstances of the use and site. Alternatively I would
support the wording “..maintained and where appropriate, improved”, to recognise
that improvement is not always possible.
In response to the above, amended wording is sought as follows:

88

Objective O11
Opportunities for Māori customary use of the coastal marine area, rivers and lakes and
their margins and natural wetlands for cultural purposes are recognised, maintained
and improved, where appropriate.
89

Alternatively, I would support the removal of “improved”.

90

For the reasons provided by the officer, I support the officer recommendation on
Submission point S279/022, to which MDC and SWDC further submitted (MDC

Objective O11
Opportunities for Māori customary use of the coastal marine area, rivers and lakes and their margins and natural
wetlands for cultural purposes are recognised, maintained and improved.
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FS30/031 and SWDC FS26/032 and 51).

Sites with significant values
Objective 33 20
Submission point MDC S367/053 and SWDC366/053 pg 11 of submission
While the intent of Objective 33 is supported, in its submission MDC and SWDC

91

sought clarification/amendment to clearly identify that the protective requirements
of the provisions only relates to the identified features and matters determined to
be of value within that relevant schedule.
I understand the concerns with the objective relates to how the sites of

92

significance with mana whenua values are defined. Clarification is sought that the
objective only applies to the identified values and not generic values on a wider
scale that may impact on the identified site, or the actual site itself. For example,
the Waipoua - Ruamahanga confluence is identified as a Site of Significance in
Schedule C5 (Map 7) Sites with Significant mana whenua values with identified
values of mahinga kai (koura) and wahi kauhoe. Refer Figure 1 below for the
relevant GIS map, with the site shown in the yellow circle.

Figure 1. GIS Layer

Clarification is sought that the wider Waipoua River and Ruamahanga River are

93

Objective O33
Sites with significant mana whenua values are protected and restored.
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not included in the significant site of Schedule C, and that the site is to be
protected and restored in respect of the identified values. While I note the
Ruamahanga River is included in Schedule B, Schedule C triggers a greater
number of rules than Schedule B.
94

Again, it comes down to the interpretation and application of the objective. The
reporting officer in paragraph 138 states that Policy 45 refers to the significant
values … ‘more than minor adverse effects on the significant mana whenua
values must be evaluated through a cultural impact assessment…’. I also note the
officer recommended amendment to Schedule C to provide “The significant sites
listed in Schedule C refer to discrete sites and do not refer to the entire water
body.” While I am supportive of this text, I do not believe this fully addresses the
concerns of the Councils in terms of clarifying the extent of the identified values or
that it is the values and not the site overall that is to be protected, rather it
highlights and reinforces the concerns of the Council on the scope and extent of
the application of this objective and associated policies. As such the officer
recommendation is opposed.

95

The following amendment would in my opinion address the concerns of MDC and
SWDC by clarifying the protection is only afforded to those values and areas
specifically identified and mapped where the extent and values are clearly
articulated, and that protection and restoration only occur where appropriate.

96

In addition to the above, while not further on submitted by MDC and SWDC, I
support the wording proposed by submission S93/034 to amend Objective 33 to
read that the site be “protected from inappropriate use and development and
restored where appropriate”. Such an amendment would recognise that some
activities are appropriate in Schedule C site (such as those activities on Henley
Lake) and that restoration is not always appropriate (or practicable, again in
relation to Henley Lake as discussed in paragraph 144 of this evidence in relation
to the MDC and SWDC submission point on Henley Lake). This text is shown as
double underline in the sought text box below. The submission raises an
important consideration in terms of the very directive nature of Objective 33 (and
duplication with Policy 44).
Objective O33
The identified values within sSites with significant mana whenua values (as identified
and mapped within Schedule C) are protected from inappropriate use and development
and restored where appropriate.
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Policy 1: Ki uta ki tai and integrated catchment management

21

Submission point MDC S367/065 and SWDC 366/065 pg 12 of submission
Policy 1 is supported as it recognises adaptive management is appropriate and

97

need to consider social, cultural, economic and environmental wellbeing. The
officer recommendation and amendment on this point is therefore accepted.

Policy 17: Mauri 22
Further Submission point MDC FS30/031 and SWDC FS26/051 and 32
The MDC and SWDC further submission points on submission point S279/082

98

opposed the sought amendments relating to notification. I support the officer
recommendation to reject the original submission point relating to this point for the
reasons stated by the officer.

Topic: Land and Water
Ki uta ki tai: mountains to the sea
Objective 2 23
Submission point MDC S367/034 and SWDC S366/074 pg 8 of submission
As part of its submission MDC and SWDC supported Objective 2 in so far as it

99

recognises the balance of importance of land and water, but sought to add “and
provided for” at the end of the objective.
I accept the officer recommendation on this point and accept that “provided for” is

100

Policy P1: Ki uta ki tai and integrated catchment management
Land and water resources will be managed recognising ki uta ki tai by using the principles of integrated catchment
management. These principles include:
(a) decision-making using the catchment as the spatial unit, and
(b) applying an adaptive management approach to take into account the dynamic nature and processes of
catchments, and
(c) coordinated management, with decisions based on best available information, and
(d) taking into account the connected nature of resources and natural processes within a catchment, and
(e) recognising links between environmental, social, cultural and economic sustainability of the catchment.
22
Policy P17: Mauri
The mauri of fresh and coastal waters shall be recognised as being important to Māori by:
(a) managing the individual and cumulative effects of activities that may impact on mauri in the manner set out in the
rest of the Plan, and
(b) providing for activities that sustain and enhance mauri, and
(c) recognising the role of kaitiaki in sustaining mauri.
23
Objective O2
The importance and contribution of land and water to the social, economic and cultural well-being of the community
are recognised.
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not appropriate in context of the objective for the reasons given by the officer.
While not specifically opposed, I am not supportive of the relief sought in

101

Submission point S279/012 to which MDC and SWDC further submitted in
opposition24, for insertion of reference to ecological systems and processes as
these are managed under S3.6 of the PNRP. Duplication within Objective 2 is in
my opinion not required. On this basis the officer recommendation on this point is
supported.

Objective 5 25
Submission point MDC S367/035 and SWDC S366/035 pg 8 of submission
The intent of Objective 5 is supported in that water quality is managed to

102

appropriately safeguard aquatic ecosystem health. I accept the recommendation
to not delete reference to mahinga kai from clause 5(a) given s6(e) of the RMA
and that the objective refers to “safeguard” as opposed to restoring.
In response to the recommendations on submission points S285/02126 and

103

S352/05627, I accept the officer recommendations for the reasons given.
However, in response to submission points S367/017 and S366/017 relating to

104

the definition of Maori customary use, I would support amendment to Objective 5
as follows. The amendment would recognise that providing for Maori Customary
use is a progressive objective given the encompassing nature of the term, and not
one that can be achieved immediately.
Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to:
(a) safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and
(b) provide for contact recreation, and progressively provide for Māori customary use,
and
(c) in the case of fresh water, provide for the health needs of people.

MDC FS30/025, and SWDC FS26/045 and 26
Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to:
(a) safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and
(b) provide for contact recreation and Māori customary use, and
(c) in the case of fresh water, provide for the health needs of people.
26
FS30/026 SWDC FS26/027 and 46
27
FS30/027 SWDC FS26/047 and 28
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Beneficial use and development
Objective 6 28
Submission point MDC S367/036 and SWDC S366/036 pg 8 of submission

Objective 7 29
Submission point MDC S367/037 and SWDC S366/038 pg 8 of submission

Objective 8 30
Submission point MDC S367/038 and SWDC S366/038 pg 8 of submission
MDC and SWDC supported objectives 6, 7 and 8. I support the officer

105

recommendations to retain the objectives as they recognise the important and
beneficial uses of water, and achieve the purpose and principles of the RMA,
specifically Section 5.
In response to the recommendations on submission points S308/016 and

106

S353/017, I support the officer recommendations (on Further Submission points
MDC FS30/028 and FS30/029 and SWDC FS26/029, 048, 030 and 049) for the
reasons given both in the officers reports and in the MDC and SWDC
submissions.

Policy 3: Precautionary approach 31
Submission point MDC S367/066 and SWDC S366/066 pg 13 of submission
As part of its submission point S367/066 and S366/066, MDC and SWDC

107

acknowledged the need for the precautionary principle but submitted this should
be considered in the context of the likely potential effects and risk.
I accept the officer recommendation in terms of reference to significant effects

108

where there is limited information, and support the amended policy32.

Objective O6
Sufficient water of a suitable quality is available for the health needs of people.
29
Objective O7
Fresh water is available in quantities and is of a suitable quality for the reasonable needs of livestock.
30
Objective O8
The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of taking and using water are recognised and provided for
within the Plan’s allocation framework.
31
Policy P3: Precautionary approach
Use and development shall be managed with a precautionary approach where there is limited information regarding
the receiving environment and the adverse effects the activity may have on this environment.
32
Policy P3: Use and development shall be managed with a precautionary approach where there is limited
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Policy 4: Minimising adverse effects 33
Submission point MDC S367/067 and SWDC S366/067 pg 13 of submission
109

As part of its submission MDC and SWDC supported Policy 4 but with
amendments.

110

The officer recommendation is to reject the submission point. I oppose this
recommendation and consider the amendments sought in the submission
reasonable.

111

Specifically, I support amendment to clause a) to consider costs and benefits
when considering alternative locations and methods as such economic, social,
cultural and environmental considerations are outlined in Section 5 of the RMA.
Section 104(2a) RMA also requires consideration be given to the value of the
investment of the existing consent holder when applying for consent for an
existing consented activity. The additional wording would clarify that as part of the
consideration of an alternative location, the costs and benefits of that alternative
location are a relevant consideration when considering the minimisation of effects.

112

The new clause f) sought by MDC and SWDC (refer sought wording below) is
supported given the importance of RSI and that RSI often have functional and
operational requirements that limit the ability to minimise adverse effects. As
notified, the provisions do not recognise these locational, operational and
functional requirements, and functional requirements (as a subset of operational)
are only referenced in Policy 12 in context of benefits and not in context of
minimising adverse effects. However, I would suggest removal of the wording
“the effects of” from sought policy f) as in my opinion they are not required given
the proceeding text.

113

I accept the reference to “avoid, remedy or mitigate” as sought in the MDC and
SWDC submission does not work within the policy, so I am not supportive of the

information regarding the receiving environment and the effects and any adverse effects are potentially significant
effects the activity may have on the environment.
33
Policy P4: Minimising adverse effects
Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, minimisation means reducing adverse
effects of the activity to the smallest amount practicable and shall include:
(a) consideration of alternative locations and methods for undertaking the activity that would have less adverse
effects, and
(b) locating the activity away from areas identified in Schedule A (outstanding water bodies), Schedule C (mana
whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage), Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), and
(c) timing the activity, or the adverse effects of the activity, to avoid times of the year when adverse effects may be
more severe, or times when receiving environments are more sensitive to adverse effects, and
(d) using good management practices for reducing the adverse effects of the activity, and
(e) designing the activity so that the scale or footprint of the activity is as small as practicable.
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inclusion of that sought wording.
In respect of clause b) of policy 4, further submission point MDC FS30/046 and

114

SWDC FS26/067 on S141/020 (to which MDC and SWDC further submitted and
supported), the officer recommendation to reject these submission points is
opposed. The change in wording from “shall” to “may” recognise that it may not
be practicable to achieve clause b. in respect of RSI given the locational and
operational requirements of infrastructure. The inserting of reference to “where
practicable” would also recognise the constraints associated with RSI. However, I
am of the opinion “where practicable” would apply to all the matters and there
should be scope to consider other matters not listed in the policy.
In response to the above, amended wording is sought as follows:

115

Policy 4
Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, minimisation
means reducing adverse effects of the activity to the smallest amount practicable and
shall may include:
OR
Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, minimisation
means reducing adverse effects of the activity to the smallest amount practicable and
shall may include, but not be limited to, consideration of the following matters:
"(a) consideration of the effects and benefits arising from using alternative locations and
methods for undertaking the activity (including the costs and benefits) that would have
less adverse effects, and
(b) where reasonable practicable, locating the activity away from areas identified in
Schedule A (outstanding water bodies), Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E
(historic heritage), Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), and ……
(f) consideration of the functional or operational needs of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure.

However, the officer recommendation on submission point S308/043 (to which

116

MDC and SWDC further submitted opposing34) is supported as the sought
provisions are addressed elsewhere in the plan and the proposed changes fail to

MDC FS30/048 and SWDC FS26/069
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reflect the intent of the policy.

Policy 7: Uses of land and water 35
Submission point MDC S367/068 and SWDC S366/068 pg 14 of submission
MDC and SWDC submission point S367/068 and S367/068 largely supported

117

Policy 7, but sought two changes: The first being to amend clause (k) so that
transport applies to all circumstances, not only where it is to access waterbodies.
This amendment would appropriately recognise benefits from transport also arise
in terms of accessing land and other resources and on this basis this component
of recommendation is opposed. Restricting transport in relation to waterbodies is
at odds with all other types of activities listed in Policy P7 and no justification has
been provided by the officer or in the Section 32 report on why this is the case.
However, I accept the officer recommendation on the second point “provided for”.
Submission S140/030 (MDC FS30/050 and SWDC FS26/071) is supported as

118

RSI has clear social and economic benefits and such activities should be
recognised in the policy along with the other activities mentioned. On this basis I
oppose the officer recommendations to reject the above submission point.
In response to the above, amended wording is sought as follows:

119

Policy P7: Uses of land and water
The cultural, social and economic benefits of using land and water for:
…..
(k) transportation, including along, and access to, water bodies, and
(l) regionally significant infrastructure
shall be recognised.

Policy P7: Uses of land and water
The cultural, social and economic benefits of using land and water for:
(a) aquaculture, and
(b) treatment, dilution and disposal of wastewater and stormwater, and
(c) industrial processes and commercial uses associated with the potable water supply network, and
(d) community and domestic water supply, and
(e) electricity generation, and
(f) food production and harvesting, and
(g) gravel extraction from rivers for flood protection and control purposes, and
(h) irrigation and stock water, and
(i) firefighting, and
(j) contact recreation and Māori customary use, and
(k) transport along, and access to, water bodies
shall be recognised.
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However, I accept the officer recommendation on MDC FS30/049 and SWDC

120

FS26/070 as storm water channels are already provided for.

Policy 9: Public access to and along the CMA and the beds of
lakes and rivers 36
Submission point MDC S367/069 and SWDC S366/069 pg 149 of submission
MDC and SWDC submission point S367/069 and S366/069 supported Policy 9 in

121

that access to the CMA and waterbodies is not always appropriate and should be
restricted in certain circumstances, such as to protect health and safety.
However, amendment was sought to the final part of the policy to include

122

consideration of existing practicable alternatives where access is to be reduced. I
support the sought amendment as in some circumstances, the reduction may
have a minimal impact, such as where existing alternative access is available. On
this basis the officer recommendation on this point is opposed.
In response to the above, amended wording is sought as follows:

123

Policy P9: Public access to and along the coastal marine area and the beds of lakes
and rivers
…..
with respect to (a), and (b) and (c), where it is necessary to permanently restrict or
remove existing public access, the loss of public access shall be mitigated or offset by
providing enhanced public access at a similar or nearby location where a practicable
alternative does not already exist.

Topic: Rules
Rules
Submission Point MDC S367/010, S367/011 1and S367/100 and SWDC
S366/010, S366/011 and S366/100 pg 2 and 3 of submission

Policy P9: Public access to and along the coastal marine area and the beds of lakes and rivers
Reduction in the extent or quality of public access to and along the coastal marine area and the beds of lakes and
rivers shall be avoided except where it is necessary to:
(a) protect the values of estuaries, sites with significant mana whenua values identified in Schedule C (mana
whenua), sites with significant historic heritage value identified in Schedule E (historic heritage) and sites with
significant indigenous biodiversity value identified in Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), or
(b) protect public health and safety, or
(c) provide for a temporary activity such as construction, a recreation or cultural event or stock movement, and where
the temporary restrictions shall be for no longer than reasonably necessary before access is fully reinstated, and with
respect to (a), (b) and (c), where it is necessary to permanently restrict or remove existing public access, the loss of
public access shall be mitigated or offset by providing enhanced public access at a similar or nearby location.
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MDC and SWDC submitted three points on the rule framework.

125

The first point sought confirmation that minor activities will not be required to
obtain more restrictive consents where there is uncertainty in interpretation. At this
stage I accept the officer recommendation on this point but reserve the right to
comment on specific rules (and the interrelationship between rules) at subsequent
hearings.

126

The second submission point sought clarity as to why all rules in the proposed
plan have legal effect. I support the officer recommended deletion of reference to
section 86B(3) within section 2.1.3 of the plan for the reasons given by the officer.

127

The last point sought certainty as to the intent of the relative prioritisation of
determining “more specific”. I support the officer recommendation on this point
and support the officer recommended amended text to clarify the relevance of
specific rules.

Topic: Schedules and Maps
General
Submission Point MDC S367/134 and SWDC S366/133 pg 3 of submission
128

As part of its submission MDC and SWDC sought that all maps be deleted,
revised for scale and accuracy and re-notified for consideration. I accept the
officer recommendation on this point on the basis of the officer assertion the GIS
maps are correct and therefore able to be relied on.

129

I also accept the officer recommendation on MDC FS30/007 and SWDC
FS26/007 as the original submission (S85/062) was specific to the identification of
heritage items as it is not specifically relevant to MDC and SWDC.

Topic: Schedule C5: Sites of significance to Ngati Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and Rangitane o Wairarapa
Sites of significance to Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and
Rangitane o Wairarapa
Submission point MDC S367/004 and SWDC S366/004 pg 1 of submission
130

The submission by MDC and SWDC on Henley Lake sought the deletion of the
lake from Schedule C5 on the basis the lake is a recently formed man-made lake
created from the rehabilitation of a former quarry. My understanding is MDC’s
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primary concern with the inclusion of Henley Lake in Schedule C5 relates to the
implications on the management of this lake, rather than the listing per se.
Henley Lake Park is located on the eastern edge of Masterton’s township,

131

bounded by Te Ore Ore and Colombo Roads to the north and west, and the
Ruamahanga and Waipoua Rivers to the east and south. The total area of the
park is approximately 43 hectares made up of 11 ha of lake, 8 ha of wetlands and
24 ha of planted and grass area.
Henley Lake Park was vested in the Masterton District Council in June 1992.

132

Development of the lake started in 1975. The lake is supplied with water diverted
from the nearby Ruamahanga River as well as small tributaries within the
Masterton urban area. The Ruamahanga River water take is subject to a
Resource Consent under the Operative Fresh Water Regional Plan. Water enters
the lake through a control structure and is returned to the river via a controlled
spillway on the eastern lake edge and the adjacent wetlands.
While Henley Lake is artificial, I understand the area on which the lake is created

133

is of significance to Rangitane o Wairarapa Inc. as a natural wetland, and that the
area has wider cultural values, including the Ruamahanga River which water
partially supplies Henley Lake, as well as the discharge from the lake back into
the river.
Henley Lake is included in Schedule C5 as a Schedule C5: Sites of significance to

134

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa. The values identified
are: mahinga kai, puna rongoā, puna raranga, waka ama.37 The extent of the
scheduled lake is identified bellow in Figure 2. Henley Lake - Schedule C5.
As noted above, Henley Lake is an artificial lake and predominantly used for a

135

variety of passive and active recreational pursuits including walking, dog walking,
water based activities on the lake and picnicking. Along with the recreational
values, the lake also has educational, historical and ecological values. All these
values are in addition to the cultural values of the area.
In terms of the present management of the lake, it is managed by MDC and

136

subject to a management plan38. The area subject to the management plan is
larger than that scheduled in the PNRP, as shown in Figure 3. Area subject to the
The customary gathering of food and natural materials, the food and resources themselves and the places where
those resources are gathered; source of medicinal plants; source of weaving material; and outrigger canoe.
38
Henley Lake Park Reserve Management Plan, adopted 29 May 2013.
https://www.mstn.govt.nz/planning/plans/HenleyLakePlan.pdf
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Henley Lake Reserve Management Plan.

Figure 2. Henley Lake - Schedule C5

137

The Management Plan which includes five goals. Goal 3 to ‘Preserve and
enhance identified values of the lake park’, is of primary relevance in terms of
cultural values. There are two identified “purpose” of the goal, and five
methods of implementation.
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Figure 3. Area subject to the Henley Lake Reserve Management Plan

138

Iwi are mentioned in the Management Plan as being Key stakeholders, and I
understand the 2013 Reserve Management Plan is to be updated in 2017.
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As noted above, Henley Lake is included in Schedule C as a Site with Significant
Mana Whenua Values. Henley Lake differs from the majority (if not all) of the 163
sites in Schedule C in that it is an artificial lake, and also subject to a management
plan.

140

Within the PNRP, Schedule C sites are subject to Objective 33, Policies 4, 9, 20,
44, 45, 72, 74, 138, 143, 144, and 148; and Rule 51, 52, 97, 106, 114 -117, 123,
125, 127, 151 – 155, 156, 157, 161- 167, 173, 186, 188, 191, 192, 194, 195, 196,
198, 200-202, 204, 205, 207-210, 212, and 214.

141

Of particular reliance in terms of Henley Lake are:
Objective O33
Sites with significant mana whenua values are protected and restored.
Policy P4: Minimising adverse effects
Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, minimisation
means reducing adverse effects of the activity to the smallest amount practicable and
shall include:
….(b) locating the activity away from areas identified in Schedule A (outstanding water
bodies), Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage), Schedule F
(indigenous biodiversity), and …….
Policy P44: Protection and restoration of sites with significant mana whenua values
Sites with significant mana whenua values identified in Schedule C (mana whenua)
shall be protected and/or restored.
Policy P45: Managing adverse effects on sites with significant mana whenua values
In the first instance, activities in sites with significant mana whenua values identified in
Schedule C (mana whenua) shall be avoided.
If the site cannot be avoided, more than minor adverse effects on the significant mana
whenua values must be evaluated through a cultural impact assessment undertaken by
the relevant iwi authority or iwi authorities. The adverse effects of activities shall be
managed in accordance with tikanga and kaupapa Māori as recommended in the
cultural impact assessment by:
(a) avoiding more than minor adverse effects, and
(b) where more than minor adverse effects cannot be avoided, remedying them, and
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(c) where more than minor adverse effects cannot be remedied, mitigating them, and
(d) receiving written consent of the iwi authority.
Where more than minor adverse effects on significant mana whenua values identified
in Schedule C (mana whenua) cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, the activity is
inappropriate. Offsetting of effects in sites with significant mana whenua values is
inappropriate.
142

In terms of Rules, as currently drafted, under Rule 125 any new structures on
Henley Lake trigger resource consent for a restricted discretionary activity. As
such any structures such as river crossings, culverts, small dams, sediment
removal or non-native planting requires consent and trigger policy considerations
which would be potentially problematic given the directive nature of the policies.

143

For example, Objective 33 and Policy 44 provides that sites within Schedule C5
shall be “protected and/or restored”, but what would this mean for Henley Lake
and how would the policy be given effect to given the lake is artificially created? I
note the objective and policy refer to the “site” being “protected and restored” as
opposed to the identified values within the site. Again, in my opinion, restoration
and protection of Henley Lake as an overall site is not achievable given it is an
artificial lake. Use of the lake for mahinga kai (which is an identified value of the
site in Schedule C5) is in my opinion not feasible given the nature of the lake.

144

Policy 4 provides for minimising adverse effects by locating activities away from
Schedule C5 sites. Policy 45 provides that in the first instance activities in
Schedule C5 sites shall be avoided, and where activities cannot be avoided a
cultural impact assessment is required for more than minor adverse effects. Such
a requirement poses potentially significant costs for Council in undertaking
activities on Henley Lake. Policy 138 provides that new structures shall be
avoided within Schedule C5 sites. Exceptions are provided but none are relevant
to Henley Lake and therefore the directive element of the policy in relation to
avoidance applies to Henley Lake.

145

The consent process is both time and cost intensive and I question the
appropriateness of such a regulatory framework for an artificially created lake
which is managed by the council for recreation purposes, and is subject to a
reserve management plan. In my opinion the inclusion of Henley Lake within
Schedule C5 and the corresponding policy and rule framework duplicate existing
management regime, with no benefit, and add significant costs. The ability for any
activity to meet Objective 3 and Policy 44 is questionable and unrealistic in my
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opinion.
146

Based on the above, purely from a planning perspective when considering the
use of the lake and values to be protected given its modified state, I support
deletion of the lake from Schedule C5 (and on this basis the officer
recommendation is opposed). The cultural values could continue to be provided
for under the management plan (to be reviewed in 2017) with Rangitane o
Wairarapa and Ngati Kahungunu remaining partners with the Henley Lake Trust,
as well as consent requirements for activities on the Ruamahanga River.
However, I do recognise the cultural values of the area and I am not equipped to
question the lakes inclusion within Schedule C5, other from a planning
perspective as outlined above.

147

Should the Hearing Panel not support removal of the lake from Schedule C5
(which is my recommended preference), I would accept amendment to the rule
and policy framework to provide for new activities and structures undertaken on
Henley Lake that are associated with the current use and operation of the lake, as
permitted activities. Such activities could include new jetties, fences, pipes, ducts,
monitoring equipment, and planting (that is not native). This would negate the
need to seek consent for the ongoing use, operation, maintenance and
development of the lake. However, I note new rules are not assessed at this
hearing but if the Hearing Panel are receptive of this approach, I am happy to
provide some suggested text for the rule framework. The rules relating to water
takes would remain. The maintenance, repair, replacement, upgrade or use of
existing structures are permitted under Rule 112.

148

In relation to objectives and policies heard at this hearing, the suggested
amendment to Policy 4 (refer paragraph 114) would address concerns with
Henley Lake, as would that suggested to Objective 33 (refer paragraph 95). As a
consequential change to the MDC and SWDC submission point on Henley Lake, I
would support amendment to Policy 44 to reflect that sought for Objective 33.

Section 32 of the RMA
149

Section 32 of the RMA requires that any proposed plan must be accompanied by
an evaluation that assesses both:
(a) the extent to which the objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve the
purpose of the RMA; and
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(b) whether the provisions (proposed policies and methods) are the most appropriate
way in which to achieve the objectives in terms of their efficiency and effectiveness,
taking into account the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic, social
and cultural effects, including opportunities for economic growth and employment.

150

The RMA requires that, where changes are proposed after completion of the
original evaluation report, a further evaluation must be made of the objectives and
the provisions to support those objectives. The required evaluation only needs to
be completed with respect to the changes that are proposed, and their level of
detail must correspond to the scale and significance of the changes.

151

For those recommendations I support or accept which involve plan amendments,
I have read and concur with the Section 32AA Further Evaluations in respect of
the very limited plan amendments arising from the officer recommendations.

152

For those amendments recommended as part of this evidence, I have provided a
section S32AA assessment that in my opinion corresponds to the scale and
significance of the changes. The assessment is attached as Appendix C.

Part 2 of the RMA
153

The purpose of the RMA is to achieve the sustainable management of natural
and physical resources, with corresponding obligations relating to the use,
development and protection of resources while providing for the wellbeing and
health and safety of people.

154

In the context of the matters raised in this evidence, I consider that the
amendments sought through this evidence better realise the purpose of the RMA
in relation to sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the
reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations, having particular regard to:
154.1 the role of RSI and other infrastructure and its importance, and reliance on,

within our society
154.2 the need to operate, maintain, upgrade and develop RSI and other

infrastructure; and
154.3 the need to protect the existing envelope of effects around RSI, including

from potential reverse sensitivity effects and effects on operation,
maintenance and upgrade and development.
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In relation to section 6(e), I am satisfied the discrete amendments provide for the
relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.

156

Having considered the changes to the Proposed Plan, I am of the opinion that the
recommendations proposed in the Section 42A report and the modifications
outlined in this evidence accord with provisions of Part 2 of the RMA and will help
to achieve sustainable management of natural and physical resources.

Conclusion
157

My evidence is given in support of MDC’s and SWDC’s submission on the PNRP.

158

This is the first hearing at which MDC and SWDC has appeared before the
hearings panel with some 58 submission points (from each council) relevant to
this hearing. Of the 26 original submission points, I accept (or support) the
officer recommendation on 17 points, accept in part the recommendation on
1 point, and oppose the recommendation on 8 points. Of the 32 further
submission points, I accept (or support) the officer recommendation on 22
points, accept in part the recommendation on 1 point, and oppose the
recommendation on 9 points.

159

In light of the above recommendations which I either reject or accept in part only, I
consider amendments should be made on the following plan provisions.
-

Section 2.1.1 Objectives: Insertion of explanatory text outlining that
different objectives will be achieved in different timeframes.

-

Objective 12: Insertion of reference to ‘roads’, that the benefits of RSI are
recognised and ‘provided for”; and that a new objective be inserted
relating to function and operational requirements.

-

Objective 13: Inclusion of ‘upgrade’ in relation to protecting RSI,
application of the objective to not just the CMA, and application of the
policy to not only new third party activities.

-

Policy 12: Reference to ‘roads’ is included in the policy relation benefits.

-

Policy 14: Application of the policy relating to reverse sensitivity issues to
changing as well as new third party activities.
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-

Policy 16: The benefits of flood and erosion activities are recognised ‘and
provided for’.

-

Objective 11: Opportunities for Maori customary use are recognised,
maintained and improved ‘where appropriate’.

-

Objective 33: Clarify that the sites of significant mana whenua values is
limited to those values within sites identified and mapped within Schedule
C.

-

Objective 5: Water is managed to ‘progressively’ provide for Maori
customary use.

-

Policy 4: In minimising adverse effects recognising the benefits and costs,
functional and operational needs of RSI, and location of activities away
from scheduled areas ‘where practicable’.

-

Policy 7: Recognise the benefits of use of land and water for
transportation and RSI.

-

Policy 9: Recognition where there is alternate access to and along the
CMA and beds of lakes and river.

-

Schedule C5: Either, Deletion of Henley Lake from the schedule, or
amendment to the policy and rule framework relation to Schedule C sites,
specifically Henley Lake.

160

In my opinion the relief sought through this evidence would appropriately accord
with provisions of Part 2 of the RMA and will help to achieve sustainable
management of natural and physical resources.

Pauline Mary Whitney
5 May 2017
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Appendix A – Summary of responses to the Officer Recommendations

The following provides a summary of the recommendations I support/accept or oppose. I
note that full details of the recommendations I support or oppose are provided in the full
body of this evidence.

Entire Plan and Plan Structure:
1

MDC and SWDC further submitted on a number of points including
consistency with the RPS, Section 32 analysis and reduction in
regulation within the plan, as well as the higher overall policy
framework. I accept the officer recommendation relating to the Section
32 Analysis but oppose the recommendation on the other two points
on the basis I reserve the right to respond to specific provisions at the
respective hearings.

2

At a high objective and policy level, the councils further submitted in
support of clarification around timeframes in which objectives are to be
achieved. I accept in part the recommendation but seek reference to
timing in Section 2.1.1, and reserve the right to comment on individual
objectives in relation to timing.

3

The recommendation to reject a submission seeking to insert a
generic timeframe when objectives are to be delivered that does not
reflect the particular activity or issue, is supported. I accept the
recommendation relating to timeframes for consents.

Introduction:
4

MDC and SWDC raised concerns with the Whaitua process in terms
of the increased financial and time costs to the councils as a result of
further plan changes process as well as the interim nature of some of
the provisions in the PNRP that may change though the Whaitua
process. I accept the officer recommendation on these three further
submission points.

5

I also support the officer recommendation on the council’s two further
submission points regarding cross boundary issues and collaboration.

Infrastructure:
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6

Amendments were sought to include other infrastructure activities in
the definition of “Regionally significant infrastructure” (RSI), or
recognition of ‘Infrastructure’ in the objectives and policies. I oppose
the recommendation in relation to roads but accept the
recommendation relating to other activities. The retention of the
definition of “upgrade” is supported.

7

Amendments were sought to Objective 12 to include other
infrastructure and recognise the functional and operational
requirements of RSI. The recommendations on the one original and
two further submission points are opposed.

8

Amendments were sought to Objective 13 to provide for upgrades of
RSI and that the objective apply not only to the CMA or new activities.
The recommendations on the one original and one further submission
points are opposed.

9

Although largely supported, refinements were sought to Policies 12,
13 and 14 relating to RSI. The one original submission to Policy 12 is
accepted, and the further submission opposed. In relation to Policy 13,
the one original submission is supported, and the two further
submissions are accepted and supported respectively. The
recommendation on the original submission to Policy 14 is opposed,
but the further submission supported.

10

Policies 15 and 16 relating to flood protection were largely supported
but the recommendation to not include “provided or” in relation to
Policy 16 is opposed. The recommendation on Policy 15 is supported.

Mana Whenua Values:
11

The deletion of the definition of “Maori Customary Use” and Objectives
11 were sought, largely on the basis of potential uncertainty over the
terms used and potential future interpretation issues. I accept in part
the officer recommendation in relation to the term “Maori Customary
Use”, but seek amendment where the term is used in objectives. The
one original submission point on Objective 11 is accepted, and the
two further submission points opposed and supported.

12

The intent of Objective 33 was supported but clarification sought on
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the actual area the objective would apply to. The recommendation is
opposed.
13

Policy 1 and Policy 17 were supported. The recommendation on the
original submission point on Policy 1 is accepted, and I support the
officer recommendation on the further submission point relating to
Policy 17.

Land and Water:
14

While the intent of Objectives 2, 5 and 6-8 was supported, some
refinements were sought to Objective 2 and 5. The recommendation
on the original submission point on Objective 2 is accepted, and the
recommendation on the further submission point supported. The
recommendations on the original and further submission points to
Objective 5 are accepted (but a consequential changes sought to
Objective 5 resulting from the submissions on the definition of ‘Maori
customary use’). The recommendations on the original points to
Objective 6 and 7 are supported, as is the one original and two further
submission points to Objective 8.

15

Amendments were sought to Policy 3 in relation to the precautionary
approach to Policy 4 to recognise cost and benefits of alternate
locations and methods and recognition of functional and operational
requirements: to Policy 7 to recognise the benefits of RSI; and Policy
9 relating to public access alternatives. I support the officer
recommendation on Policy 3, but oppose the recommendation on the
original and further submission to Policy 4. The one other further
submission recommendation to Policy 4 is supported. I accept the
officer recommendation on Policy 7, but oppose the recommendation
on the further submission to Policy. The one other further submission
recommendation to Policy 7 is supported. The recommendation on
Policy 9 is opposed.

Rule Framework and Maps:
16

MDC and SWDC submitted on interpretation and application issues
associated with the rule framework. Of the recommendations on the
three submission points, I accept one and support the other two.
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17

Deletion of the maps and clarification around a schedule was also
sought. I accept the officer recommendations on the original and
further submission points.

18

Schedule C5 Sites of significance to Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
and Rangitane o Wairarapa – Henley Lake: Deletion of Henley Lake
was sought from schedule C5. I oppose the recommendation on this
point.
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Appendix B – Wellington Regional Policy Statement - Relevant Objectives and
Policies
Objective 8
Public access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers is enhanced (objective 8 is shared
for the coastal environment and fresh water).
Policy 53: Public access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers – consideration

Objective 10
The social, economic, cultural and environmental, benefits of regionally significant infrastructure are
recognised and protected.
Policy 7: Recognising the benefits from renewable energy and regionally significant infrastructure regional and district plans
Policy 8: Protecting regionally significant infrastructure – regional and district plans

Objective 27
Mahinga kai and natural resources used for customary purposes, are maintained and enhanced, and
these resources are healthy and accessible to tangata whenua.
Objective 28
The cultural relationship of Mäori with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wähi tapu and other taonga is
maintained.
Policy 49: Recognising and providing for matters of significance to tangata whenua – consideration
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Appendix C – Section 32AA Assessment on Requested Amendments

51

Sub Point

Plan

Recommended amendment

Reference

Provision

Evaluation – Section 32AA Assessment

FS30/023

Section

Objectives: Insertion of explanatory text

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text reflects the intent of Policy E1(b) of NPSFM being that Policy

and

2.1.1

outlining that different objectives will be

E1 does not create a requirement for all the NPS objectives and limits to be achieved with the life of a Regional

achieved in different timeframes, as

Plan (i.e. 10 years). The amended text acknowledges that in some cases there are significant legacy issues

follows:

which will take a longer time to deal with, and longer timeframes would be required to achieve the objectives for

FS26/024

Objectives state the goals or aims of the
plan and therefore the outcomes sought.
Some outcomes will be achieved
immediately, others achieved in the life
span of the plan, and others may take

freshwater. The amended text will improve efficiency in terms of clarifying the expectations around timeframes.
Costs: No specific costs are identified.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to increased clarity, and reducing the risk of confusion and inconsistency in
decision-making.

longer and will extend beyond the plan

Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.

life span.

Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and the objectives of the proposed PNRP, as well as giving effect to the NPSFM.

S367/040

Objective

and

12

S366/040

Amend Objective O12 as follows:
The social, economic, cultural and
environmental and health and safety

FS30/032

benefits of regionally significant

and

infrastructure, and renewable energy

FS26/033

generation activities, and roads are

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text gives effect to NPSREG, NPSET and Objective 10 of the RPS,
which would increase the effectiveness of the objectives in recognising and providing for matters of national
significance. Providing for regionally significant infrastructure and recognising their functional and operational
requirements would be result in more efficient processes for the ongoing operation, maintenance and upgrade of
this infrastructure. Explicitly recognising and providing for ‘roads’ acknowledges their contribution to the local and
regional economy and wellbeing.

recognized and provided for.

Costs: No specific costs are identified.

Objective O12A

Benefits: The benefits primary relate to recognition and protection for RSI. These benefits relate to the role of

Recognise that some regionally

infrastructure, such as providing essential services for businesses and individuals. Roads serve this function in

significant infrastructure has a functional

52

need and/or operational requirement to

the local district and regional context and make an important contribution to the operation of the district and

be located and/or operated in a particular

region.

environment.

Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS, as well as giving effect to the NPSREG and NPSET.

S367/041

Objective

and

13

S366/041

Amend Objective 13 as follows:
The use, and ongoing operation and
upgrade of regionally significant

FS30/033

infrastructure and renewable energy

and

generation activities in the coastal marine

FS26/034

area are protected from new incompatible

and 053

use and development occurring under,
over, or adjacent to the infrastructure or
activity

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text gives effect to NPSET and Policy 8 of the RPS. Having the
objective apply to upgrades will ensure the efficient use of existing infrastructure in that their upgrade would also
be protected from incompatible third party activities. Given the significant investment in infrastructure, its upgrade
is often the most efficient use of the resource. Providing for the objective to apply to all incompatible activities
recognises that it is not only new, but existing changing activities that can compromise RSI. Similarly, the
application of objective to not only the CMA also recognises reverse sensitive effects can occur in all areas and
not just the CMA. Policy 8 of the RPS relating to protecting RSI from incompatible activities applies to the whole
region and not specific to the CMA.
Costs: No specific costs are identified.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to recognition and protection for RSI across the whole region and not just
the CMA, protecting the upgrade of existing RSI, and recognizing that changing incompatible activities can also
affect RSI. Utilizing existing RSI has financial benefits for the community, and facilitates security of supply.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS, as well as giving effect to the NPSET.

53

FS30/020
and
FS26/020

Policy 12

Amend Policy P12 as follows:
Benefits of regionally significant
infrastructure and renewable electricity
generation facilities and roads
The benefits of regionally significant
infrastructure and renewable energy
generation activities and roads, are
recognised by having regard to:
a) the strategic integration of
infrastructure and land use, and

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted reference to ‘roads’ recognises this vital type of infrastructure that
while not necessarily important at a regional level, is important for functioning within the region. Infrastructure
generally is recognised as an issue in the RPS.
Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents,
rather just recognise the benefits of roads.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to recognition for roads across the whole region.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

(b) the location of existing infrastructure
and structures, and
(c) the need for renewable energy
generation activities to locate where the
renewable energy resources exist, and
(d) the functional need for port activities
to be located within the coastal marine
area, and
(e) the operational requirements
associated with developing, operating,
maintaining and upgrading regionally
significant infrastructure and renewable
energy generation activities, and roads.
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S367/073
and
S366/073

Policy 14

Amend Policy P14 as follows:
Incompatible activities adjacent to
regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable electricity generation activities
Regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation activities
shall be protected from new incompatible
use and development occurring under,
over or adjacent to it, by locating and
designing any new or changing use and
development to avoid, remedy or mitigate
any reverse sensitivity effects.

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text gives effect to Objective 13 (and its recommended changes).
Providing for the objective to apply to all incompatible activities recognises that it is not only new, but existing
changing activities that can compromise RSI. This is considered effective and efficient in terms of recognising
RSI and reducing the adverse effects associated with changing third party activities in proximity of the RSI.
Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents,
rather just greater consideration of the effects on RSI.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to recognition and protection for RSI from reverse sensitivity effects of not
only new third party activities but also those changing in scale. The changes enable the ongoing efficient
functioning of RSI (through a strong policy directive about third party activities) which gives high level of certainty
for the operation of vital infrastructure.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

S367/075
and
S366/075

Amend Policy 16 as follows:
New flood protection and erosion control

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text gives effect to Objective 12 (and its recommended changes in
relation to “provided for”). As with Objective 12, providing for regionally significant infrastructure and recognising
their functional and operational requirements would be result in more efficient processes for the ongoing

The social, cultural, economic and

operation, maintenance and upgrade of this infrastructure.

environmental benefits of new catchment

Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents.

based flood and erosion risk
management activities are recognised
and provided for.

Benefits: The benefits primary relate to recognition and protection for flood protection activities which are
essential infrastructure in respect of mitigating the risk from flooding.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.
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FS30/030

Objective

and

11

FS26/031

Amend Objective O11 as follows:
Opportunities for Māori customary use of
the coastal marine area, rivers and lakes

and 50

and their margins and natural wetlands
for cultural purposes are recognised,
maintained and improved, where
appropriate.

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text provides the opportunity for consideration of the specific site
context and opportunities when considering opportunities for Maori customary use.
Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to consideration of the appropriateness in the context of the actual situation
for maintenance and improvement of Maori customary use.
Risk of acting/not acting: There is uncertain and insufficient documented information about the location and
nature of Maori customary use in the Wairarapa. This lack of information creates uncertainty about the
implications of methods to achieve this objective. The risk of not acting is a risk that in all areas and for all
activities, Maori customary use is improved with no specific recognition of the site or activity context. The risk of
acting as sought reflects the uncertainty with this subject matter and that improvement can only be achieved
once it is known what customary use previously existed.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

S367/053

Objective

and

33

S366/053

Amend Objective O33 as follows:
The identified values within sSites with
significant mana whenua values (as
identified and mapped within Schedule C)
are protected from inappropriate use and
development and restored where
appropriate.

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text provides clarity as to the areas that are to be protected and
restored.
Costs: The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents. Potential costs of not amending
the objective is a lack of clarity about what is to be achieved by the objective and a lack of certainty for resource
users as to the outcomes sought.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to clarity around policy (and corresponding rule) application.
Risk of acting/not acting: GWRC holds information about sites with significant mana whenua values which has
informed Schedule C. For sites not identified in the information held by GWRC, there is uncertain or insufficient
information publicly available about any other sites with significant mana whenua values. The risk of not acting is
uncertainty over the application of the objective and corresponding rules. Such uncertainty can give rise to time
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and cost issues. The risk of acting as sought are the risk to unidentified sites and inadequate protection of these
sites.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.
S367/017

Objective

and

5

S366/017

Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal
marine area, as a minimum, are
managed to:
(a) safeguard aquatic ecosystem health
and mahinga kai, and
(b) provide for contact recreation, and
progressively provide for Māori customary
use, and
(c) in the case of fresh water, provide for
the health needs of people.
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However, in response to submission points relating to the definition of Maori customary use, I would

support amendment to Objective 5 as follows. The amendment would recognise that providing for Maori
Customary use is a progressive objective given the encompassing nature of the term, and not one that can be
achieved immediately.
Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text provides the opportunity to progressively provide for Maori
customary use, recognising that given the all-encompassing nature of the term, achieving the outcome sought by
the objective may not be immediately possible for all waterbodies.
Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to consideration of the appropriateness in the context of the actual situation
for providing Maori customary use.
Risk of acting/not acting: There is uncertain and insufficient documented information about the location and
nature of Maori customary use in the Wairarapa. This lack of information creates uncertainty about the
implications of methods to achieve this objective. The risk of not acting is a risk that in all areas and for all
activities, Maori customary use is to be provided for with no specific recognition of the site or activity context. The
risk of acting as sought reflects the uncertainty with this subject matter and that provision can only be achieved
progressively.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.
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S367/067
and
S366/067

Policy 4:

Amend Policy 4 as follows:
Where minimisation of adverse effects is
required by policies in the Plan,

FS30/046

minimisation means reducing adverse

and

effects of the activity to the smallest

FS26/067

amount practicable and shall may
include:
"(a) consideration of the
effects and benefits arising
from using alternative locations and
methods for undertaking the activity
(including the costs and benefits) that
would have less adverse effects, and
(b) where reasonable practicable,
locating the activity away from areas
identified in Schedule A (outstanding
water bodies), Schedule C (mana
whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage),
Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), and

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text to consider costs and benefits when considering alternative
locations and methods clarify that the costs and benefits of that alternative location are a relevant consideration
when considering the minimisation of effects and are outlined in Section 5 of the RMA. The new clause f) clarifies
that RSI often have functional and operational requirements that limit the ability to minimise adverse effects. The
change in wording from “shall” to “may” recognise that it may not be practicable to achieve clause b. in respect
of RSI given the locational and operational requirements of infrastructure. Inserting reference to “where
practicable” would also recognise the constraints associated with RSI. Specific to RSI, the changes provide
clarity on the matters to consider.
Costs: The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents. Potential costs of not amending
the objective is a lack of clarity about what is to be achieved by the policy and a lack of certainty for resource
users as to the outcomes sought. A further cost is a lack of recognition when assessing a proposal in relation to
Clause b) as to the actual effects of the proposal on the schedule given the directive nature of the policy.
Potential costs of amending the policy are a less directive policy approaching term of schedule sites.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to clarity around the policy application, as well as recognising
circumstances associated with RSI.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

……
(f) consideration of the effects of the
functional or operational needs of
Regionally Significant Infrastructure.
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S367/068

Policy 7

and

Amend Policy P7 as follows:
Uses of land and water

S366/068

The cultural, social and economic

FS30/050

benefits of using land and water for:

and
FS26/071

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The two changes relate to inclusion of reference to transportation as well as RSI.
The changes are considered effective and efficient as while the benefits of RSI are recognised in the PRNP, the
benefits of the use of land and water in respect of these activities is not specifically recognised. Recognising
‘transport’ has wider application than just accessing waterbodies would be more efficient in recognising the role
of this service and infrastructure. Similarly, recognising RSI acknowledges the important benefits that derive from

…..

its role, including supporting many cultural, social and economic activities.

(k) transportation, including along, and

Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents.

access to, water bodies, and

Benefits: The benefits primary relate to greater policy direction in that transport and RSI are recognised as

(l) regionally significant infrastructure

having cultural, social and economic benefits. While benefits of RSI are recognised in other provisions within the

shall be recognised.

plan, Policy 7 differs in that it explicitly relates to the benefit sf use and water for the activities listed.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

S367/069
and
S366/069

Policy 9

Amend Policy P9 as follows:
Public access to and along the coastal
marine area and the beds of lakes and
rivers
…..
with respect to (a), and (b) and (c), where
it is necessary to permanently restrict or
remove existing public access, the loss of
public access shall be mitigated or offset
by providing enhanced public access at a

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The inserted text recognises where there is alternate access. This additional
wording is more effective as it recognises access may already be available. In addition, it makes more efficient
use of resources by maximising the use of existing access and not duplicating access where adequate access is
already available.
Costs: No specific costs are identified. The changes do not trigger the need for additional resources consents, or
result in costs to any parties. However, there are costs in providing a new access where there is a practicable
alternative existing.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to reduced financial and environmental cost of providing a new access
when there is already a practicable alternative existing.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.

similar or nearby location where a
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S367/134

Schedule

and

C5

S366/133

practicable alternative does not already

Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve

exist.

the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.

Delete Henley Lake from Schedule C5.

Effectiveness and Efficiency: Clarification around Henley Lake would ensure the existing operation of the lake

Or Amendment to the Objective 33 and
Policy 4 (as identified above), and Rule
framework to provide for activities
undertaken on Henley Lake that are
associated with the current use and
operation of the lake, as permitted
activities.

as a recreational resource can be continued, as well as the cultural values being protected. The existing comanagement arrangement between iwi and Council provides an appropriate management framework by which to
manage the lake. This existing management arrangement is more effective than the Regional Plan requirements
as it considers the full range of management considerations, such as cultural, environmental, social, cost,
administration and operational matters. It is also more efficient as it utilises existing arrangements and
management structures.
Costs: The costs of not changing the provisions relating to Henley Lake are the increased regulatory costs
associated with maintaining the lake and the unclear expectations with meeting the requirement to protect and
restore the values given the man-made and modified nature of the lake. In my opinion there are minimal
environmental costs with changing the provisions as the lake is managed at present under the Reserve
Management Plan. Costs in relation to cultural values are in my opinion largely addressed by the co
management approach with iwi.
Benefits: The benefits primary relate to clarity around policy (and corresponding rule) application and
clarification around the expectations of the outcomes for the lake given its highly modified state.
Risk of acting/not acting: Sufficient and certain information is available on this matter.
Most appropriate action: In my opinion the proposed amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA, and RPS.
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